We present a Bayes-Random Fields framework which is capable of integrating unlimited data sources for discovering relevant network architecture of large-scale networks. The random field potential function is designed to impose a cluster constraint, teamed with a full Bayesian approach for incorporating heterogenous data sets. The probabilistic nature of our framework facilitates robust analysis in order to minimize the influence of noise inherent in the data on the inferred structure in a seamless and coherent manner. This is later proved in its applications to both large-scale synthetic data sets and Saccharomyces Cerevisiae data sets. The analytical and experimental results reveal the varied characteristic of different types of data and refelct their discriminative ability in terms of identifying direct gene interactions.
Introduction
The most significant recent advances in system biology have been the developments of highthroughput techniques to produce large-scale genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic data. Meanwhile, huge amount of data incurs difficulties in information exploitation. This entails objective techniques to summarize findings from these data.
On the other hand, one major aim in system biology is the reverse engineering of transcriptional regulatory network, which brings the understanding of organisms at a genomic level. In the hope of discovering transcriptional regulatory activities, one promising research direction is the integration of diverse data types. For example, microarray gene expression data and transcription factor binding data can indicate the functional network in different aspects and on different levels, based on their different features. Whereas gene expression data often lack the degree of specificity, binding data are generally more specific but also significantly more sparse. Therefore, by integrating multiple data types, one can expect false positives to be reduced and disparities between different levels of the system to be identified. Further, integration helps to explain complex biological interaction on a deeper level than using a single data alone [1] .
A key challenge in data integration is the development of a robust system that can be routinely applied to heterogeneous and noisy data. However, such system has not yet been proposed. The reasons are manifold. First biological data are quite of different nature and formats. For example, gene expression data are often multi-dimensional if they are sampled over time, whilst most of the other data types are one-dimensional. The problem becomes how to facilitate effective integration on data of different sizes. Another reason is that the coverage of each data type is different from each other. For instance, while gene expression data cover almost the entire genome, transcription factor binding data can only partially cover the interactions between transcription factors and other genes. The system has therefore to be carefully designed to retain elegance and flexibility.
We propose a Bayes-Random Fields approach (BRFs) for integrative analysis of large-scale regulatory network. It is our hope that such analysis reveals the elementary structure of regulatory interactions responsible for higher level properties of organisms such as cell growth and death. Our inspiration comes from the similarity between the transcriptional network reverse engineering problem and the inverse problem in signal processing [2] . Over the past decades, robust statistical methods have matured into some of the most powerful techniques to extract meaningful conclusions from a diversity of data types. The context is similar to the newly arisen study of biological data integration. However, instead of rigidly relying on existing techniques, we take into account diverse features of biological data for full utilization.
Very often, integrative systems are constrained to certain two or three types of data [1, 3, 4] . For example, protein-protein interaction data and gene expression data are used in constructing probabilistic network models [3] . Sun et al. [5] integrates transcription factor binding data and gene expression data by treating transcription activity represented by expression as a result of transcription factor binding. Another research gap is that usually only a small number of genes can be incorporated into a network due to the inefficiency of learning techniques. However, it is necessary to put the regulatory relationships in a larger context, both because transcriptional activities are usually multi-stages and operate like chain actions involving a large number of genes, and that gene regulations are typically embedded in a vast network of biochemistry interactions [6] .
As the first attempt towards general integrative analysis, a Bayesian framework [7] has been proposed based on similarity matrices inferred from heterogeneous types of biological data. Later, Rhodes et al. [8] applied a Naïve Bayesian Network model which defines a distribution as a product of disjoint classes, in this case, dataset-specific likelihood ratios. However, its multiplicative nature requires that the attributes are conditionally independent given the classes, which remains debatable. Our proposed framework differs from theirs by using a stochastic process so as to exclude the noise presented in most of the data, while remains efficient enough to facilitate large-scale analysis.
Since the focus of this study is the structure of large-scale networks, we only consider undirected graphs. Previous studies have shown that the nature of a network can be recovered even if it is undirected [9] . Moreover, an undirected graph is conceptually simple in the sense that the problem with feedback loops as in a Bayesian network is out of the question, hence is more widely applicable, especially in integrative study when some of the data may be undirectional (for example gene ontology categories [10] ).
Bayes Random Fields (BRFs) Integration
In integrative study, microarray time series data attract special attention, not only because of their informative dynamic features, but also for the difficulty involved in the analysis due to their high dimensionality. In Section 3 in the supplement file, we evaluate two widely used methods for inference from gene expression data and as a result choose partial correlation of gene expression data for the proposed framework. Partial correlation (PCOR) is indicative of direct interactions between a pair of variables/genes by eliminating the effects from the rest of variables/genes and therefore has been popular in the research towards the inference of gene regulatory relationship [11] . In other words, if the residuals of two time series, after removing the effect from the rest of the data by regression, are still correlated, there exists direct interaction between them. A detailed description of PCOR and an efficient way of its computation are provided in Section 2 in the supplement file.
Since gene expression PCOR is used in our framework, the inputs of the system can be unified into probability matrices. Each entry in the matrices can indicate the probability of interaction between a pair of genes, that is, the probability that an edge exists between them in the network. Let G denote the set of n genes in the network and X denote the edges, now the problem can be formulated as inferring a graphical interaction model M = (G, X) from m data sets such as gene expression PCOR and transcription factor binding data, each represented as a matrix of dimension n × n. Let p(X) denote a probability density over hidden variables/edges X = {x l |l = 1, 2, . . . , e} with e the total number of edges, e = n(n − 1)/2. Now we define a Bayes framework for integrative analysis with a Random Fields model as described in Section 2.1.
Bayes framework
The problem becomes how to integrate the information of the m data matrices {ψ i |i = 1, 2, . . . , m} and how to extract regulatory relationships summarized by a common feature X in these data. Suppose each data matrix represents a property of X, {φ i |i = 1, 2, . . . , m}, with Gaussian noise {ε i |i = 1, 2, . . . , m}, then we have
Now we can set up a model using X as the common feature/hidden variables among all the data. The objective is to estimate directly from ψ not only φ but also their common feature X. The problem can be formulated as:
Thus in order to get p(φ 1 , . . . , φ m , X|ψ 1 , . . . , ψ m ), we need to define p(ψ i |φ i ), p(φ i |X), p(ψ i |X) and finally p(X). The definitions of the first three probabilities are straightforward. Suppose ε i is Gaussian with mean equal to 0, according to Eq. (1) we have
The hidden variables X has two classes, 0 and 1, representing the non-existence and existence of an edge respectively. We can assume that the probability density function in the two classes can be characterized by N(µ i0 , σ
where e 0 and e 1 denote the number of edges in state 0 and state 1, e 0 + e 1 = e. With the same principle, we assign p(ψ i |X) by using Eq. (1), Eq. (4) and p(ε i ) to the following
p(X) is defined in a random fields model below.
Random Fields Model
To estimate p(X), a random fields model is desirable to represent a known feature of the gene network. A widely accepted concept in transcriptomics is the co-regulation within a gene cluster (co-expression), which can be interpreted as that if a gene is regulating most of the genes in a cluster, it is likely that links also exist between this gene and other genes in the same cluster. In the context of gene network modelling, we define the following model to represent this feature.
To define our clusters, we first perform cluster assignments for genes. The genes are clustered into z clusters {C i |i = 1, 2, . . . , z} using gene expression data, preferably by a tight clustering algorithm [12] designed for gene expression time series data. The purpose of applying this method is to obtain relatively small/tight clusters, so that relevant information based on these clusters can be inferred by the random fields model. This clustering method is also unsupervised in a sense that number of clusters needs not be specified.
The potential function in the random fields model is defined on the edges, i.e., between pairs of genes. Let h i,C j be the number of edges between gene i and cluster j, d i is the degrees of connectivity for gene i. The random fields method is formulated as the sum of potentials on all possible edges:
where
is a normalizing factor. The first two terms in the cost function represents the number of edges between gene i and the cluster which gene j belongs to, and vice versa, while the last two terms are the expected number of edges connecting gene i and cluster C j , and vice versa. The rationale supporting the potential function is that since co-expression indicates co-regulation, a higher potential should be given to the interaction between a pair of genes, if the existing interactions between their clusters are more than expected. An advantage of introducing such dependency is that it imposes a cluster constrain as a known gene network feature and iteratively refines the territory currently under evaluation.
Gibbs sampling algorithm
Let θ denote the parameter set {θ i |i = 1, 2, . . . , m}, θ i = {µ i0 , µ i1 , σ i0 , σ i1 , σ ε i }. Jointly sampling the whole set {φ i , θ i , X} from large-scale data ψ i is intractable. Since now all the variables of interest can be estimated by conditioning on the others, Gibbs sampling can be used to cycle through these conditional statements. By iteratively conditioning on the interim values of all other variables, Gibbs sampler aims to empirically approximate the desired marginal distribution for each variable. We assign a posteriori law
Thus given data {ψ i |i = 1, 2, . . . , m}, the Gibbs sampling algorithm is formulated as the following:
(a) First a random initial value X (0) is assigned.
(b) The conjugate priors for the hyperparameter variance σ ik (k ∈ {0, 1}) and σ ε i in the normal distribution model are the inverse gamma distributions (IG) [13] , while for the hyperparameter mean µ i it is given a normal prior. Therefore, first the hyper-
. . , m} are assigned. Then the priors are sampled from the following distributions:
with k ∈ {0, 1} representing the two classes of X values and i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} representing the m data types.
(c) Clustering is performed using gene expression data by an unsupervised tight clustering algorithm [12] to obtain z clusters.
2. For each iteration, sample X from the posterior distribution:
which can be achieved according to Eq. (5) and Eq. (6), respectively. According to Eq. (11), for each element x l in X, l = 1, 2, . . . , e, two probabilities can be computed: p 1 l the probability that the element in X is 1 and p 0 l the probability that the element in X is 0. The probabilities are then normalized and compared with a number drawn from a uniform distribution to decide whether the new value takes 1 or 0. This is to compute
3. Sample {φ i |i = 1, 2, . . . , m} from the posterior distribution:
The posterior distribution of φ is produced by the product of the likelihood function and the prior
Sample {θ i |i = 1, 2, . . . , m} from posterior distributions:
Iterate
Step 2-4 until convergence.
Convergence is determined according to the Zellner and Min criteria [14] . In the case of Gibbs sampling the unknown parameters can be separated into two parts: X and θ, φ. Therefore we have π(X, θ, φ|ψ) = π(X|θ, φ, ψ)π(θ, φ|ψ) = π(θ, φ|X, ψ)π(X|ψ). Let iteration b be the candidate stopping point of the chain, andπ b (x|ψ) be a smoothed empirical estimate,
should be approximately one at convergence.
In summary, we empirically obtain the posterior distributions for the parameters and hyperparameters. If the Gibbs sampler has run sufficiently long, this algorithm produces a complete sample of the coefficients. The Gibbs sampler decomposes the whole set of parameters into three sets φ, θ and X, since the form of random field we have chosen makes an exact sampling
There are a few points we noted here for the proposed algorithm. First, the posterior of mean µ ik depends on the data only through the sum of data φ i , meaning that this data summary is sufficient from the data to estimate the unknown mean. Second, as the data size increases, the value of estimated mean will increasingly depend on the data and variance σ ik , making the prior assumption less important. Last, it is possible that the set genes/proteins with regulatory roles are known for some genomes and therefore regulatory interactions only exist between them and all genes. This can greatly reduce the number of variables and speed up the algorithm,.
Experiments
Both synthetic data sets and biological data set are used for experimental evaluation. Biological data can only provide anecdotal evidence in network validation, since the knowledge of gene regulation is far from complete. It seems that we can use functional annotations as golden standard, but annotation information among different annotation databases is too inconsistent to support a large scale evaluation [15] . On the other hand, synthetic data sets can provide more controllable conditions to test an algorithm and a standard for benchmarking. However, to obtain meaningful results, the synthetic data need to share statistical characteristics with biological data.
For synthetic networks, gene expression data are generated for network reconstruction since they are the only synthetic data available. Based on these large-scale expression data sets, we compare the resultant networks from graphical Gaussian models (GGMs) [11] and the proposed algorithm. The synthetic expression data are generated by SynTReN [16] , which is well suited for the purpose of testing network learning strategies [17] . By selecting subgraphs from previously described biological source networks, SynTReN produces synthetic gene expression data from a simulation of real regulatory network.
For real gene network, we integrate gene expression data, transcription factor binding data and protein-protein interaction data using the aforementioned framework for Yeast Saccharomyces Cerevisiae. Comparison of the resulting network and a golden standard network clearly shows the benefits of data integration.
Synthetic networks
The topologies of the synthetic networks are sub-sampled from Yeast transcriptional network [18] for the large networks, using a method named cluster addition (initial graph is selected as a randomly selected node and all of its neighbors). Combined with external conditions that trigger the network, the expression levels of genes in each experiment are generated according to the activities of their regulators.
Five synthetic networks are generated with Gaussian noise (noise level 0.15) and relatively large proportion of complex interaction (30%). Details about the configuration of SynTReN are provided in supplementary Table 3 . Each with 25 samples/time points, the five synthetic networks consist of size 50 genes, 80 genes, 100 genes, 200 genes and 500 genes, respectively. An example of 200-gene synthetic network is plotted in Fig. 1(a) . For each of the gene expression data set, we compare the resulting GGMs network with the result from the proposed BRFs model. ROC curves for altogether 10 tests are plotted in Fig. 1(b) . The violet curves representing BRFs inference show superior performance to the green curves representing GGMs inference. For the synthetic data BRFs make use of its random field component but not the integration feature, since both of the methods take advantage of PCOR. In this way, the proposed BRFs model improves the resulting network, by imposing a cluster constraint in network inference.
(a) (b) 
Yeast Saccharomyces Cerevisiae regulatory network
For the reconstruction of the Yeast regulatory network, three real data sets are integrated in this experiment. The result is compared to a golden standard network to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed method. The three data sets have their unique features: transcription factor binding data provide direct information to understand the regulators involved in transcription; protein-protein interaction (PPI) data reveal proteins that involved in the same pathway, as well as related to genomic level -interacting proteins are often co-expressed and co-localized to the same sub-cellular compartment. Both of these two data types are of certain degree of specificity and sparsity, but they can only describe the potential of interaction. In contrast, microarray expression time-series are a complementary source that provides dynamic information about the expressions of almost all genes under certain conditions in an organism. Although the data are known to be noisy, they reflect actual interactions in the biological process under analysis.
For gene expression data, the alpha factor arrest data set is selected from [19] since it has less missing data than the data set of the arrest of a cdc15 temperature-sensitive mutant, yet longer time series than the data set of elutriation experiment. It consists of expression data of 6178 genes and 18 time points with 3.67% missing data. Although it is a relatively old data set, there are two reasons to use it. First, a number of works has used it in their evaluations because of its public availability, therefore providing a good comparison platform. Secondly, a good integration framework to combine heterogeneous data types is supposed to be able to amend for data set of poor quality. PPI data were downloaded from DIP database [20] [21] . After excluding some probes for some computational reasons and problems with their microarry experiments, they provide binding data for 6229 genes across 203 transcription factors with 2.5% missing data.
For the golden standard network/ground truth, we selected a yeast regulatory network from a comprehensive study [22] . The network was assembled from literature and a large amount of data, then divided into condition specific sub-networks including cell cycle, sporulation, diauxic shift, DNA damage and stress response. Altogether it contains 7,074 regulatory relationships between 142 transcription factors and 3,420 target genes. In this paper the cell cycle subnetwork of 550 interactions among 296 genes is used as golden standard to compare with part of the resultant network.
To infer a cell-cycle specific network, we selected 909 genes by including the Spellman's 800 cell cycle's genes [19] , Luscombe's 296 cell cycle's gene, and Price's 104 cell cycle genes [23] . Among these genes, there are 84 transcription factors. 2.7% of the gene expression data are missing for the 909 genes. There are 9 genes with 50% of their expression data missing and the corresponding data are discarded from use. The rest of missing data are imputed by weighted K-nearest neighbours (KNNimpute) shown to be robust for microarray data [24] . For this gene set, the available transcription binding data are transcription factors binding 902 genes. 782 protein-protein interactions are found among all genes, which again composes of only a small fraction of all possible interactions (0.09%). All the data sets are available in the supplementary files.
BRFs inferred a network with 1,674 interactions between the 84 transcription factors and 669 genes, leaving 240 genes as irrelevant to the condition under study. The adjacency matrix is shown in Supplementary Fig. 3(a) . Since the network is too large to visualize, we select a sub-network that contain 608 interactions among the same set of 296 genes as in the golden standard cell cycle network and plot it in Fig. 2(c) . Given the golden standard network, we can now investigate on the power of data integration of the proposed method. For each data set, we assume there is a simple cut-off selection method and plot its corresponding ROC curves in Fig. 2(a) . For example, since the binding data are the probabilities that a transcription factor binds to a gene, a cut-off threshold can be selected to include those interactions with higher probability than this threshold. Then the result of BRFs inference of {p 1 l |l = 1, 2, . . . , e}, instead of binary matrix X, is plotted (red curve).
As it is shown in Fig. 2(a) , the ROC curve (black) for gene expression PCOR is not very indicative of the true network, although comprehensive. This is consistent with previous finding that expression data are often too noisy and sensitive. For binding data, the violet curve implies relatively good quality, but because of the missing data (of the 70 transcription factors, only 57 present in the binding data), it cannot provide a good coverage. The PPI data is so sparse that only 194 PPI pairs were found among 296 genes, and therefore it constitutes only a small fraction of all possible interactions (296 × 296 = 87, 616). The sparsity and poor quality of PPI data may be one of the reasons that it alone achieves low predictive performance. Another reason lies in that less direct relationships exist between PPI and the transcriptional network, since the PPI data can only indicate potentials for interactions rather than presence of interactions in the process under analysis. This is also consistent with previous findings [1] . Nonetheless, the inclusion of a data set of low relevance and high noise reflects the robustness of the proposed algorithm, since the resultant network is neither biased to noise nor affected by the irrelevant information. The distribution of connectivity degree of nodes in Fig. 2(b) shows a power-law tail. To look for the functional modules in such a sparse network, we study the clusters formed around hub-genes. The main hubs in this sub-network include "SWI4", "SWI6", "YOX1", "MCM1", "ACE2", etc. These 8 genes and their first neighbours cover 48% of 669 genes. We found these clusters significantly enriched with specific functions in gene ontology. The enrichment analysis results, plot of time series data of the eight transcription factors, and the genes they are regulating are provided in Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Fig. 4 . Also we analysis the adjacency matrix of the 296-gene sub-network. Finding modules in gene networks is nontrivial, since the degree of overlapping is high because of the existence of hubs. Four visible big clusters are found and illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 3(b) . Analysis on the function of genes within these clusters reveals 4 phase-specific modules as shown in Table 2 in the supplement file.
Conclusions
Learning of large-scale regulatory networks is an important and challenging problem in bioinformatics. Genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic information are in massive production and they are related in one way or another. Although integrative analysis is promising in extracting deeper insights from diverse data sources, current methods are either bounded by the computational costs of microarray time series analysis, or the difficulties of adapting to new data sources.
The success of BRFs is a direct result of the inherent elegant yet straightforward integrative framework. Its flexibility enables unlimited heterogeneous data types to be integrated in a stochastic manner to facilitate robust estimation. Relative small number of parameters facilitates efficient estimation, even for a problem of large scale. As previously addressed, different data are of various formats and sparsity. BRFs propagates through modelling the two distributions in the available data sets without resorting to accounting for missing data, thus is more effective. In particular, the random fields component introduces a known feature of gene network for more accurate modelling. In summary, BRFs aims to achieve the limit of the available data, its power of integration is demonstrated through the experiments. This work is still ongoing. We provide here preliminary results from synthetic microarray data sets and Saccharomyces Cerevisiae data sets, and hope to extend the analysis to other organisms. Also, we are aware of the limitation of PCOR that in theory it is not as powerful as dynamic Bayesian network approaches when there are non-linear effects present in the data. However, given the paucity of samples available and the large scale of network, it is impossible for full order Bayesian inference. The performance of our network inference method using PCOR, as it is evaluated in the supplement file, is superior than 1st-order Bayesian network. Furthermore, we hope to refine the structure after relevant network modules are found in the subsequent analysis.
Supplement: Microarry Time series Network Inference
In data integration, gene expression time-series data are of special interest, not only because of their full coverage of the whole genome, but also because of their high dimensionality [25] . Such gene expression dynamics are important since they directly reveal the active components within the cell over time, thereby indicating certain interacting relationships. Regarding to how the time series data is used in network reconstruction, two types of methods, Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) [1] and Graphical Gaussian models (GGMs) [11] , account for a major part of current research.
DBNs have been widely used on time series expression data to provide information about system dynamics. A major concern about DBNs is its efficiency in terms of large-scale prediction on small-sample data. The type of model DBNs is based on, very often auto-regressive model, renders it a serious challenge when time series is short.
GMMs are undirected models well known to discriminate direct and indirect correlation between variables. In essence, partial correlation (PCOR) is used as the mathematical foundation for detecting meaningful interactions. GGMs have been applied for the reconstruction of gene networks by selecting significant coefficients of PCOR. Such coefficients correspond to direct interactions between involved genes. Schäfer and Strimmer [11] proposed an efficient estimation of PCOR and the use of False Discovery Rate (FDR) [26] for selecting cut-off for PCOR to form the network.
An efficient way of obtaining PCOR matrix, by the standard graphical theory, is through the inverse of covariance or correlation matrix [27] . However, classical time series analysis techniques are not readily applicable to transciptome data, in which the number of data points n far exceeds the sample size t, since in this case the sample covariance and correlation matrices are not positively definite. Recently, an efficient way for computing PCOR was proposed by using only the t −1 eigenvectors corresponding to the t −1 non-zero eigenvalues of the covariance matrix [28] . Such a dimension reconstruction method is popular in signal processing community and known to be robust against noise.
GGMs have their own deficiency. An example of network inference by GGMs can be illustrated by plotting the distribution of PCOR in this case in Fig. 5 . Although the true edges of the network does correspond to a group of coefficients that are significantly different from zero (pink), there are still many true negatives using FDR, since some of the PCOR coefficients with absolute values larger than the cut-off are not part of true map. Besides, the best selection of threshold still does not infer the 100% correct network because of the noise in the data (Fig. 5) . The definition of PCOR and the details for computing PCOR is provided in Section 2 and followed by a comparison of the performance of DBNs and GGMs in terms of gene network reconstruction in Section 3.
Efficient computation of PCOR
This section describes computation of partial correlation when the number of data points n far exceed the sample size t, i.e. n t.
In our framework, we propose to use partial correlation metric as the inference result from time series data. In the following section we will investigate into its accuracy and efficiency, in comparison to that of DBNs. By removing the linear effects from the rest of population, partial correlation can indicate whether a pair of variables directly interact with each other. Suppose Y(t) = {y 1 (t), y 2 (t), ..., y p (t)} is a multivariate stationary time series. The aim is to set up a graphical interaction model G = (V, E) with the vertices {V} as the components of the series and edges {E} denoting pair-wise interactions. graph G have such property:
Let Y −i j = {y k |k i, j}, the linear effects of Y −i j is removed from y i by finding the parameter set
The residuals of such regression is denoted as i . In the same way we define j . Thus the correlation between residuals i and j is the correlation between variables y i and y j conditioned on the others, i.e., partial correlation between y i and y j . A direct interaction between y i and y j exists if and only if their partial correlation is significantly different from zero. When partial correlation is applied for network reconstruction, it provides solid mathematical foundation for finding meaningful interactions. It leads to the definition of such graph:
An efficient way of obtaining partial correlation matrix, by the standard graphical theory, is through the inverse of covariance or correlation matrix [27] . Based on this theory, partial spectral coherence was proposed for frequency domain analysis of time series [27] and it can be obtained by the inverse of the spectral matrix [29] . However, these classical time series analysis techniques are not readily applicable to transciptome data, where the number of data points n far exceed the sample size t, i.e. n t. Since in this case the sample covariance and correlation matrices are not positively definite. Many efforts were spent on exploiting this field, either by restricting inference to a small number of genes [30] , or limiting partial coefficient to limited order [31, 32] , i.e., conditioned on only limited genes each time. Sampling technique such as bootstrapping is also proposed [11] in order to obtain point estimates of partial correlation coefficient. Recently, it was successfully proved that the partial correlation matrix maximizes the entropy of interaction system [28] , and an efficient computation of partial correlation was proposed by using only the t − 1 eigenvectors corresponding to the t − 1 non-zero eigenvalues [28] . Such reconstruction method is popular in signal processing community and known to be robust against noise. Let
be the eigenvector of C, and λ i , i = 1, ..., N be the eigenvalues. Since the spectral decomposition of covariance matrix C is:
There are exactly t − 1 non-zero eigenvalues, partial correlation matrix can be constructed in the non-zero eigenspace:
M is a matrix whose columns are made up of eigenvectors v, and Λ is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the corresponding eigenvalues λ, thereforeP can be reconstructed using the t − 1 eigenvectors corresponding to {λ 1 , λ 2 , ..., λ t−1 }.
Simulation set up
Evaluation was conducted under two R packages: GeneNet [11] and G1DBN [33] . GeneNet imputes graphical Gaussian models (GGMs) by choosing significant partial correlations, while G1DBN use Dynamic Bayesian Networks inference (DBNs) on gene expression data with 1st order condition dependencies.
Auto-regressive data. First-order autoregressive model is used to generate time series data:
where t has a multivariate Gaussian distribution N t (0, Σ). Constant matrix B, elements of diagonal matrix Σ, and ηe randomly chosen elements of transition matrix A, are uniformly drawn from a pre-fixed range of values, that is, Gaussian data. This method first set up a simulated partial correlation matrix P, by drawing coefficients from U(−1, 1) for ηe randomly chosen elements of P, in which process the topology of network is also constructed. To ensure P is positive-definite, the diagonal elements are computed as follows:
with is a small constant. P can then be inverted to obtain covariance matrix Σ = P (−1) which is also positive-definite. Upon obtaining C, time series data can be generated following the multivariate normal distribution N(0, Σ), X = AQ T , A being the Cholesky decomposition of Σ such that AA T = Σ, and Q a vector of independent standard normal variables of length T . For cross-validation five data sets of 50 nodes and 25 time points were obtained with varied η = 0.01 ∼ 0.05.
SynTReN.
We varied some of the parameters of SynTReN and others set to default. Level of added noise and proportion of complex interactions are set to increase monotonically, resulting in an increasing level of complexity. The parameter settings are provided in Table 3 , supplement. Instead of using the normalized data generated by SynTReN, we make use of the quantile normalization of the log 2 ratio of raw data. 
Experiments on synthetic data
For auto-regressive simulator and GGMs simulator each of the network consists of 50 genes and 25 time points. For SynTReN, each of the networks consists of 100 genes and 25 measurements/time points.
To evaluate the prediction power of DBNs and GGMs, we plot ROC curves [34, 35] in Fig. 6 . The area under the ROC curve, AUC, represents the accuracy of the prediction. Although such comparison was reported before [36, 37] , an important fact was neglected, that gene expression time series data are far shorter from other biological time series data such as neuron data. For example, DBNs implementation is usually designed for hundreds or thousands of samples, e.g., the 2000 sample points of simulated data in [36, 38] . Limitation of microarray experimental costs prohibits such technique from exploring gene expression data. Moreover, the computation of DBNs would be too heavy for more than a hundred variables. Since the simulated data are generated following the characteristic assumption of small sample, we hope to cast light on this particular aspect.
From the ROC curves in Fig. 6 , we found that each of the techniques is well adapted its default type of data: DBNs is sensitive to data generated from auto-regressive model, while GGMs shows excellent performance on Gaussian data. Obviously, when the data satisfy the assumption of the models, we can expect the corresponding technique perform well. Therefore, an important question pertains to which assumption best describes gene expression data. If the simulated data by SynTReN best approximate the nature of microarry time series, GGMs offers better prediction than first-order DBNs, as it can be seen from Fig. 6(f) . In this respect, it is promising to use PCOR to replace gene expression data in our integration framework because of its efficiency and prediction power. 
